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I started my fly fishing journey many years ago trying to catch a trout. Since then I’ve spent more 

time fishing for trout than any other species. I think I will always be a “troutie.” However, in recent 

years I have found it difficult to get to good trout water and have had to learn about the world of 

saltwater fly fishing. Nowadays I find myself spending more time in the salt than I do in the fresh.  

It has been a steep learning curve and I still have a long way to go. I can’t say I’m a “saltie” yet but 

it is growing on me.  

 

 
 

Salt vs fresh will always generates debate among fly fishers. Visit a fly fishing club in our southern 

states and trout will be the subject of most conversations. Visit a club in the north and talk will be 

of trevally, queenfish, and other tropical species. Often never the twain does meet. I’m not going to 

get into the argument about which is better. Living where I do at 30 degrees south I find myself in 

the middle of the divide and can see both sides. To me it’s not salt vs fresh but salt and fresh. 

 

So this month I want to tell you about what I have found to be different between being a “troutie” 

and a “saltie.” It’s not about one being better than the other – just different.  Obviously I will start 

with casting because that is what defines our sport. If you target fish with artificial flies and lures 

and deliver them with a fly line you are a fly fisher. It doesn’t matter if the fly is a size 22 Griffiths 

Gnat or a size 6/0 Deceiver. It doesn’t matter if you are targeting trout, bass, barramundi or marlin. 

If your delivery system is a fly rod and line you are fly fishing. 

 

The mechanics of fly casting are the same for any rod, any water and any species. Changes that 

need to be made to fish the saltwater are a matter of style. Since taking up saltwater fly fishing my 

casting style has changed. I find myself using a much more horizontal stroke. This is supposedly to 

keep the fly below the wind although I am not convinced this makes a huge difference except in the 



mind. The other style change I have noticed is that I am using much more body movement. Fishing 

the salt usually requires longer casts and longer casts need more line speed. Nowadays I find myself 

hauling much more than I used to and moving my whole body to make a longer casting stroke. 

 

I thought I had a lot of fly rods when I only fished for trout but my collection has almost doubled 

now that I fish the salt. Saltwater fly rods need to be stronger to carry the heavier fly lines and 

combat the weight of the fish being caught. I started with my heaviest trout rod but soon had to 

upscale as the size of the flies and fish got bigger. Then there was the need to upgrade reels so that 

they were saltwater proof and the drags could handle bigger and faster fish. If you thought that it 

was expensive to take up fly fishing for trout maybe you shouldn’t get into saltwater fly fishing. 
 

 

 

Choosing a fly line for trout is relatively simple. Match the line weight to the rod, make sure the 

line is a floater and choose from a couple of tapers in your favourite brand. When you enter the 

world of saltwater fly you will have many agonizing decision to make choosing the “right” line. 

Putting aside all the must have features of competing brands you will have to choose among 

floating, sinking, sink tips and intermediates. If you want a sub surface line you need to choose the 

sink rate. The taper of the line will depend on whether you want to fish for bonefish, tarpon, GTs or 

redfish among others. I have spent many hours, and many dollars, finding a saltwater line that suits 

the rod I want to fish and the fish I want to catch. 

 

I am glad I started as a trout fisher before I moved into the world of saltwater fly fishing. From the 

outside, saltwater fly seems to require a chuck and duck approach with big rods, heavy lines and 

brute force. In reality there are lots of situations where delicate, accurate presentations are needed. 

Casting small flies to fast moving bonefish is not far removed from polaroiding a  trout in the 

Western Lakes. Throwing flies into mangroves for barramundi has much in common with casting 

grasshoppers along a river bank. Being able to place your fly where it is needed is a skill that must 

be mastered by both the fresh and saltwater fly fisher. When I fly fish in the salt I find myself 

relying on my accurate trout casts as much as my long distance shots. 

 

One thing that has changed since I started saltwater fly fishing is my reliance on a boat. Now there 

are boats and there are boats! I’m not talking about million dollar cruisers for chasing marlin or 

flats boats for hunting permit. My little tinnie is designed to get me to places in my local estuaries 

where I can cast at a fish or two. With the tinnie has come the need to learn about line management 

and rod storage (as I wrote about last month.) You can’t fish from a boat unless you know how to 

keep your line under control when the wind is blowing and every part of the boat wants to tangle 

around your fly line. Trout fishers use boats too but a true “troutie” revels in the walk and stalk and 

loves fishing places boats can’t go. 



 
 

I began by confessing that I am turning into a “saltie” but my first love will always be trout. I guess 

it comes down to where you live and the fishing opportunities you have available. My formative fly 

fishing years were spent on a trout stream and that is where I return at every opportunity. But if I 

can’t fly fish for trout I’m certainly not going to hang up the rod. Saltwater fly fishing has its own 

challenges and rewards and the more I learn about the differences the more I come to enjoy it.  
 

                                                                                                                    Allan Ekert  
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